Surveil offers its users truly smart cloud optimisation, drawing on deep analytics to surface unparalleled Microsoft 365 and Azure insights.

### Smart Cloud Optimisation

**Outcomes**

- Convert cloud sprawl and budget waste into value.
- Drive adoption, re-deploy resources, or lower costs.
- Activity supported by recommendations.

At the heart of Surveil’s offering is its capability to help organizations to:

- **Optimize** licensing costs, usage, and productivity – as well as collaboration, governance, and JML processes.

- **Secure** identities, decrease risk, and take decisive action against threats – such as shadow IT and low MFA uptake.

- **Control** their Microsoft investment with smart licence planning, clear transparency, and the data needed to support confident business decision-making.

Surveil takes users beyond short-term cost optimisation activities, drawing on AI-powered deep analytics to consider cost control, governance, and continuous optimisation across cloud resources, Microsoft licences, and more.

The result is long-term success and a greater feeling of control over the Microsoft investment.

### Outcomes

- **Surface deep analytics using secure, read-only access** – all presented on easy-to-read dashboards.

- **Maximize the Microsoft investment across Azure and M365**.

- **Optimise spend, usage, and productivity across licences and cloud resources**.

- **Generate greater Azure transparency, monitoring and managing cloud resources**.

**Let’s Talk**

[www.surveil.co](http://www.surveil.co) | sales@surveil.co
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